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MOTHER GOOSE ANDAN0 ESL

by ted plaipialpiaistersher
what can an ESL teacher do with a class would have done a few years ago consider

of twenty sophisticated young adults who what can be accomplished with these simple
know a considerable amount 0of english yet rhvmesrhames
who are still weak in audingaddingauding1 who neneeded to explicate this let me detail for you an
practice in making decisions from infor-
mation

account of the procedures which I1 followedwhich hear rather thanthey see in using mother goose rhymes with a classand who somewhat hesitant when itare of twtwentynty japjapaneseanese univuniversityersityerdity graduatescomes to40 spehlspedlspeakingangung my suggestion is to average age about 28 years some of whomteach them mother goose rhymes before were being groomed for very important pos-
itionsstodston reading in disdisgust whichyou gustsusteust is what I1 with some of the largest companies in
japan 2 while I1 have no empirical data to

CONTENTS show evidence of effectiveness of this tech-
nique on the basis of teacher judgment and

mother student reaction I1 nonetheless feel thatgoose and ESL
significant miproimprovementvement occurred in theirby ted plaister I1page ability to understand english spoken at

the inscrutability of chinese name normal speed
family and given before teaching by means of mother goose

by jason B alter page 3 rhymes the students must accept that
the tense carrier in negative sentences childish materials are being used only as

a means to an end I1 had anticipated aand tag questions problem but in actual practice there wasyao shen 4bybyyaoshen page
none these students were highly mmotivatedotivated
to learn and to them the end justified thepronoun acrostic solution page 6 means I1thehe students understood clearly

the functions of have in english that I1 was uusing the rhesrhyrftsrbesabes inn ordenorder tnto bephep1

by alice C pack page 7 themthein improve their understanding of spoken
english

A lesson on sypsyrsynonymsonymsonymy antonymsantonymyAntonyms
and homonyms for ESL students the actual procedure I1 followed stems in

by kellykeilykenlykenny harris jr page 11 part from a technique suggestedsuggest9dsuggested by
harnadek for in 3use critical reading what
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I1 have done is adapt it for teaching audingaudingtoaddingaddingto to others will still not be able to figure out
nonnativenon native speakers of english the first what is missing in these cases the suggested
step in the teaching procedure is dictation technique is for the teacher to point to the
the rhyme is dictated linefinehinebine by linefine at normal place in the sentence on the students paper
conversational speed if it is NOT done then where the word is missing in our example
the overall effectiveness of the procedure is between came and big and tell the student
seriouslyenously diluted after all the intent is to to focus his listening on that space the
improve audingadding at no time during the student is not told what is missing he must
dictation does the teacher give a word in listen for it quite often this much help
isolation the lines of the rhyme are re-
peated

suffices in some cases though this still
over and over in their entirety one isnt enough here one can isolate the words

very effective device is before the dictation came a big and say only this portion of the
to tell the students the number of words in a sentence over and over until the student
given line in this way they can check the realizes what is missing again let me
number of words they have written down emphasize that the three words should be
with the actual number of words as given said at perfectlyperfectivperfectperfectiveiv normal speed so that

a comes out as a reduced vowel blended
dr ted plaister director of the english smoothly in between came and big if this
language institute at the university of is not done the value of the dictation
biaBlahiahawaiiwaiiwailwall has taught ESL for twenty exercise is lost
years including classes in thailand seating the students so that the teacher can
japan micronesia and american samoa circulate among them facilitates checkingcheckins on

of each students work As thethe accuracyhe alsofor the past three years has
teacher walks around he can point out withbeen affiliated with the east west center
a pencil or finger where errors occur forteacher in ESOLas trainer the adnuadduadmin-

istrators
n

istratorstoes program example a common error will be the spelling

maffetM a f f e t or moffetM o f f e t for muffetM u f f e t these
dr plaisterphilsterpeiPhiisterlster has formerly contributed to spellings reflect for the most part phonolo-

gicallethe TESL reporter interference at this point the teacher
can call on a student to spell the word and as
he does the teacher writes it on the board
now the teacher says the word repeatedly

them by the teacher for example let us indicating that the spelling is incorrect and
take a line from little miss muffet the that the reason for the wrong spelling is mis
teacher says this line has five words in hearing the teacher then leads the students
it the line is then dictated there came to discover where the error is this is one
a big spider quite often students will be instance where minimal pairs used on the
observed to have written only four words spot can be effective ie one could set up

the name moomoffetferfetner as a minimaminimalI1 pair with
there came big spiderspicierspilter omitting a which in muffet and give a quick discrimination drill

a normal reading of the line would be said once the entire dictationisdictation is complete and
under weak stress let us say that thethe the students have the complete rhyme writ-

tenteacher has spoken the linefinehine several times tendowndown a word or two can be said about
and noticesnoticesthatthat the students will have only the proper form for a short verse indented
four words a situation which occurred in lines etc the students might then quickly
my class on many occasions A great temp-
tation

recopy their verse in the correct form after
exists for the teacher to tell the the students have a perfect copy of the

students that they have omitted the word a rhyme questioning can begin on individual
however I1 feel it is much better to remind vocabulary items which the students do not
the students that they are missing a word understand eg tuffet in our example the
that they should listen for the missing word teacher will want to draw out of the
and further that they should apply what students that without ever having seen one
they know about english grammar to help they actually know from the context a lot
them solve the problem of the missing word about what a tuffet is the meaning of the
with this kind of prompting some students lines of the verse or indeed the entire verse
will suddenly hear the missing word should be discussed after individual vocabul

continued on page 14j
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mrs muffetMOTHERMOTEUER GOOSE

continuedcontinuedfrompromfrom page 2 3 little miss muffet enjoyed eating curds

ary items have been explained and whey

the next step in the procedure is where 1I cant tell

practice in making decisions enters in to actually miss muffet may have disliked
play the game however the students must curds and whey but ate them because there
have a clear understanding of the rules of
the game first of all the verse is considered was nothing else to eat

data for the purposes of the gamesecond 4 the spider bit miss monetmuffet
dlyadly auallalv and only the information contained

1I cant tell
in the nursery rhyme may be used to make
decisions based upon statements the teacher the rhyme says nothing about the spider
will make about the rhyme students may biting miss muffet
not reach out into the real world for
answers but must stay within the confines

5 the bit missof the data maybe spider muffet
true

to the for the kind of interchangeset stage maybe the spider did bite her so this is a
which ensues let me first reproduce here our true answer
example rhyme

little miss muffet 6 miss muffet was afraid of the spider
sat on her tuffet true

eating her curds and whey notice here the use of a synonym aafraid
for frightened in the originalthere came a big spider the students in this particular class foundwho sat down beside her

and frightened miss muffet away this decision making aL real challenge it is
rather difficult to convey this feeling of

the rhyme as noted above constitutes a challenge and fun on paper at first the
closed corpus of data all statements by the students were jumping to conclusions in
teacher are based upon it and must be their decisions for example in 01dmotheroldoid mother
responded to by the students in accordance hubbard I1 made the statement that the dog
with it A further stipulation is that the was hungry one student replied true
information contained in the rhyme is true I1 rejoined that we had no evidence that the
and not open to interpretation or question dog was hungry quickly he said false
the teacher then begins the questioning again I1 said he was incorrect he then
which takes the form of statements by the returned to his original stand and said that
teacher about something in the rhyme the the dog was hungry because dogs are always
student answers true if the stastatementkement is hungry this exchange brought a good
true according to the rhyme he answers laugh from eveyoneeverone which indicated to me

false if the statement is false and lihe that something was happening to their audapdaad
answers 1I cant tell if the statement is ing ability inasmuch as this incident oc-

curredneither true false from the factsnor after about a weeks daily work and
here are some examples if something similar to this had happened

the second or third day of class there would
1 little miss muffet was married have been little or no reaction only a lack

1I cantcaret tell of understanding of course the student
hadhadbrokerebroken the rules of the game but the

note that was is the keykeywordword here per-
haps

exchange of language and obvious under-
standingshe was at one time and got divorced sta was exactly whathat I1 was anterafteranner

the interjectioninte ectionaction of the word maybe
2 little miss muffet is married presents a new challenge maybe obviously

false throws a whole new light on the minterpreta-
tion of the facts and is an example of

if she were married her name would be something which can be used to foster
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careful listening on the part of the students simple materials was intriguing to these
A variety of things can be taught either sophisticated students

directly or indirectly by means of this an important point which experienced
technique suppose that in using littleredlittleLittl eRedred language teachers have recognized over the
riding hood in this case our medium is a years and one which needs emphasis from
very short story rather than a nursery time to time is that the teachers attitude
rhyme we say that little red riding hood towards the materials being used is an
didnt like her grandmother this is extemelyextremelyextemely important variable in the whole
totally incomprehensible to a particular cul-
ture

teaching process this is made dramatically
in such a case cultural pressure would clear in this particular instance my attitude

most likely force an incorrect answer rather towards the mother goose rhymes and the
than one according to the facts attitude I1 instilled in the students undoubt-

edly contributed significantly to theat first it took a considerable amount of success
of this techniquetime to get through a single nursery rhyme footnotesboredom was never a problem however I1

beacuse of my pacing the students knew I1 prefer this term to aural or listening
the pressure was on them this was evident comprehension in that it forms a parallel
from the speed of my dictation the lines of series with speaking reading and writing
the nursery rhyme poured from my mouth 2
at a really rapid pace fumbling attempts the class was a volunteer class held in the
were made to take down my dictation evening
eventually the constant dinning of the 30
words became more understandable and anita E harnadek critical reading
they got the gist of what I1 was saying improvement new york mcgrawmc graw
then my pencil or finger pointing to their hillhammhaam 1969

omissions focused their ears on blank spots
in their audingadding improvement in dictation
was obvious over the few weeks this parti-
cular class met answers to my statements
in the beginning were often wild gueguessesssesases
but the keen motivation to understand me
soon changed these wild guesses to reasoned
answers with a high degree of accuracy
spot reviews of previously covered materials
demonstrated clearly that I1 couldntcouldntfoolfool
them anymore the material was under-
stood and understood well

the cultural value of mother goose
rhymes for highly educated young business
executives is probably close to nil yet I1
found the students were interested in the
rhymes themselves and were interested to
know something about them and their place
in american culture a side effect which I1
had not anticipated this side effect caused
discussion in class and all of this language
exchange was extremely beneficial for the
students

A teacher might want to use materials
other than the mother goose rhymes and
apply the same techniques one could
argue that using current materials would be
more relevant yet I1 felt that the very
novelty of the rhymes was one of the
most appealing features the fact that
imimprovementprovement in audingadding could be brought
about through cheusetheusethe use of such seemingly




